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The Prince Street from Ona lets you carry your DSLR and laptop in style.
For a look at new camera bags for every occasion, see our roundup on page 94.
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CLIK ELITE LUMINOUS
If you’ve got some serious hiking and geartoting on your agenda, Clik Elite’s Luminous
pack could fit the bill. The internal camera
compartment can hold a DLSR, 70–200mm and
24–70mm lenses, a flash and other accessories.
As you’d expect, the camera compartment has
removable and customizable foam dividers for
keeping gear separated and secure. Reinforced
compression straps on the exterior of the bag
can hold skis, a snowboard or large tripod, and
you can slip your camera strap over the bag’s
Clik Draw gear loop when you need to free your
hands. You also get a foam-padded waist belt
with a bi-directional buckle to redistribute the
bag’s weight around your waist.
PRICE: $289
INFO: www.clikelite.com

DOMKE CHRONICLE
Part of Domke’s Journalist line of photo bags, the Chronicle has three dividers
that let you stash your DSLR and 70–200mm lens, plus up to three other lenses
and a 9.7-inch tablet. An expandable zippered side pocket gives you room to
throw in notebooks (the good old-fashioned paper kind) and voice recorders.
There’s space on the outside, too, with a pair of expandable front pockets and
two expandable zippered pockets
for tucking away memory cards,
business cards and the like. It
comes in canvas, Cordura, and
RuggedWear versions.
PRICE: from $217

INFO: www.tiffen.com/domke

ONA PRINCE STREET
Capable of stowing an 11-inch laptop or tablet, a
DLSR with small lens attached, two additional lenses
and a variety of small personal items, the Prince
Street camera messenger bag looks as good as it feels.
A thin back pocket can hold documents, while a
pair of front pouches stores memory cards, batteries
and other accessories. The main compartment is
clasped shut using two brass buckles, while a pair
of side flaps help keep inclement weather at bay.
The exterior is made from weather-resistant waxed
canvas and detailed with full-grain leather, while the
interior’s padded compartments keep your gear safe
from the inevitable bumps and bruises. You can sling
the bag around your torso or use the removable topgrab handle to carry it, briefcase-style, to your next
assignment.
PRICE: $389 (Leather); $279 (Waxed Canvas)
INFO: www.onabags.com
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